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Who are Specialist Substrates?

Contact Information

Brought up in Devon where the sea cliffs and moorland became his geological playground before 
graduating with an Honours Degree in Mining Geology at The Royal School of Mines, Imperial College.

Met Steph whilst working for the Geological Survey as summer vacation work experience mapping the 
occurrence of Tungsten in Cumbria. Together they have explored rocks and minerals from the 
basement complex of Northern Sweden to the Cainozoic of Egypt.

Most awe inspiring geological location? Putting a finger on the boundary between two layers of rock 
on the north side of Loch Assynt in Scotland and being able to touch the time gap between the two 
different strata, thought to be in the order of one thousand five hundred million years.

From the North East of England, Steph was educated at the University of Cambridge where she 
graduated with a Masters Degree in Earth Sciences and Mineralogy.

The quiet one of the Steve and Steph partnership, married to Steve for over forty years and spending 
much time in the intervening years accompanying him to geological sites both nationally and 
internationally.

Favourite locations include the rounded pea gravel beaches and golden cliffs of the UK's Jurassic Coast, to 
the zoned metamorphic rocks on the Isle of Sark to the lava deserts and present day eruptions in the 
interior of Iceland.

Specialist Substrates is the third major natural materials undertaking developed by the husband and wife geological 
team of Steve and Steph Le Chevalier.

Chronology:

Faces behind the Substrates:

Stephanie Le Chevalier

Steve Le Chevalier

1999 Specialist Aggregates formed as a sole trader business by Steve.

2003 Steph joins Steve in the newly incorporated Specialist Aggregates Ltd

2012 Business consolidated into custom built facility in Rugeley, Staffordshire

2014 Marine Arts joins Specialist Aggregates and quickly becomes the largest supplier of recycled sea shells in the UK.

2019 Launch of Specialist Substrates.

Steph works full time at Specialist Aggregates offering her wealth of experience to the day to day operation and working alongside 
Steve with the sourcing and development of new products.

Sanity is maintained by running a mini baking production line for their six children and two grandchildren

Steve works within Specialist Aggregates to establish sources and develop opportunities across a broad range of products and to 
interpret technical information for their inclusion onto the company web site.

Specialist Substrates brings together selected products from 
the UK’s leading Specialist Aggregates® supplier.

Backed by the company’s extensive knowledge of aggregate 
sourcing and performance to exclusively offer professional 
grade products for aquariums, planted terraria and vivariums.

Specialist Aggregates Ltd
Rydal House
Colton Road
Rugeley
WS15 3HF

www.SpecialistSubstrates.com
Registered in the UK No. 3833045

01889 597287

sales@SpecialistSubstrates.com

For current Prices and Terms of Trading apply to...

Available Wholesale Only



Specialist Substrates is a new name on the aquatics scene, however, the 
company is backed by the technical expertise of Specialist Aggregates the UK's largest 
source of sustainably derived sands, gravels and stone products.

 Products, technical expertise and artwork
      all brought together in customer focused
  design led packaging.

Selected to allow your customers the freedom to recreate natural habitats from the depths of the 
Amazon Basin to the cold waters of Northern Europe.  Sourced to satisfy aqua creativity, 
from Rift Valley lakes to a tropical lagoon, our 100% natural sands and gravels are 
perfect for all aquatic types.

Natural

Natural & Coloured, Indoors & Outdoors

Provide both your hobbyist and trend conscious customers with a palette of safe 
coloured sands and gravels for their aquariums.  Not all aquarium owners look for 
natural substrates, hence, our quality products provide your customers a palette of 
tasteful on-trend, and fantasy coloured substrates.

Coloured

With our extensive product knowledge and expertise we offer your 
clients a comprehensive range of filtration and natural pH control 
media. Also Incorporating the "heavyside" of Specialist Substrates, 
offering the professional contractor, natural bentonite pond lining, 
feature boulders and Yorkstone rockery.

Filtration & Ponds

Sustainably sourced Coraline rock, and volcanic black lava to build 
the foundations of a feature aquarium.  Additional extras include a 
wide range of natural decor items to add spectacular focal points and 
mimic natural habitats encouraging instinctive behaviour.
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Providing value, consistent quality and volume fulfilment,  our retail and project packaging is 
facilitated by state-of-the-art "form fill and seal" automatic packers.

For Retail: Ergonomically designed, attention grabbing, gusseted pack allows for maximum shelf 
stacking density and upright customer facing presentation.

Unambiguous "Substrates" branding and high definition digital printing attests to the quality of 
the product, whilst the high strength "Grab Bag" with product reveal and carry handle allow for 
ease of customer selection and uplift.

For Projects: Tough, securely sealed packaging, stacked on pallets and stretch wrapped for safety 
and protection. Delivered nationwide by pallet couriers for commercial aquarium
attractions and waterparks.


